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Problem Statement

An ideal face feature aggregation technique 

must have the following properties:

1. It should adapt with varying number of 

features in the image-set

2. The method’s performance should not be 

conditioned on the availability of high-quality 

metadata or high dimensional intermediate 

feature maps from images

3. It should discount all the non-informative 

feature representations and prioritize highly 

discriminative feature embeddings

4. It should be able to adapt to a variety of face 

feature extractors with minimal retraining

5. The method should prioritize feature 

representation in the gallery that closely 

matches the distribution of probe features

6. Should add minimal computational 

overhead to the existing feature representation

1. Face recognition in challenging conditions (e.g., 

large distances, low resolutions, varying 

factors) is difficult.

2. Traditional methods use metadata or high-

dimensional features for aggregation, which may 

not be practical for low-res, long-range faces.

3. The proposed CoNAN approach conditions a 

context vector on feature set distribution to 

weigh features based on informativeness.

4. CoNAN outperforms existing methods on 

datasets like BTS and DroneSURF for long-range 

face recognition.
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CUBSLab

Supervised Contrastive Loss

Softmax to get feature weights

Compute Similarity of 

features to context 

vector

Given feature sets       and  we compute the

minimum, maximum , mean, variance, mode, 

and median along each dimension.

Combine with Cp or Cg (classification tokens 

from attention module) and DTE (Learnable 

Distribution Type Embedding) - This aids in 

learning a distribution specific context vector.

Results on BTS 3.1 (BRIAR)

Results on DroneSURF
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